“Answers” is a music video featuring an original, indie folk song written and performed by Miranda Macias. Filmed walking through the woods and at the site of the old stone crusher at Pine Hill Park, in Rutland Vermont, Miranda plays a Ukulele and serenades the object of her affections—if they will only say “yes”. The abandoned and graffitied “stone crusher”, wrapped in the early fog of the day adds to the lonely feeling of the song. In between refrains, Miranda explores the history-rich site. Close-up shots with shallow depth of field of the landscape and building were chosen to enhance the feeling of loneliness and introspection. The video was a collaboration between Keith Hannigan and Elisabeth Waller, created as a final project for Introduction to Video and Filmmaking. The videography was done by both Elisabeth and Keith. Keith did the sound work and Elisabeth edited the footage. Both Elisabeth and Keith used their own professional equipment for the shoot. Elisabeth shot on a Nikon D5200 with an 85mm lens, and Keith shot on a Canon Vixia HF R600 with a shotgun digital microphone.